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More than 500 completed 
surveys were received. 
Responses provided detailed 
insights into behaviour, 
attitudes, preferred places 
to drive and ride and, ways 
to make sharing roads in the 
Alpine Shire easier and safer.

Top 3 concerns about 
sharing the road with  
cyclists when driving.

Top 3 reasons some roads are 
more suited to driving than 
cycling.

Thankyou to those respondents who offered to be part of a safety campaign, we will be in contact. 
Congratulations to the three winners of our prize draw, David P, Ian E and Tim C. They have each received a $100 Buy from Bright Gift Card.

Top 3 ways people communicate 
when driving.

Top 3 cycling routes in the 
Alpine Shire area.

Respondent
Demographics Lives in Alpine Shire Lives outside Alpine 

Shire, but in Victoria
Lives outside 

Victoria Total

Completed 
survey 310 212 47 569

Gender
Female 153;  

Male 154;  
Nonbinary 1; NA 2 

Female 82; Male 129;  
Nonbinary 0; NA 1

Female 11;  
Male 36;  

Nonbinary 0; NA 0

Female 246;  
Male 319;  

Nonbinary 1; NA 3
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403being able to pass safely

not enough space on the road

no concerns

4min6sec 
is the average time 
respondents were 
willing to wait to 
pass a cyclist.

86%
of respondents 

underestimated the 
value of cycle 

tourism to the North 
East region.
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267no shoulder / sealed edge

narrow road

high speed

Mount Buffalo

Bright Mount 
Beauty

Tawonga Gap (228)
Mt Buffalo (212)
Mount Beauty to Falls Creek (172)

Falls Creek
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